
 

What weather do I 

need for my first flight 

in a Glider ?  
 

Flying in a glider is an exhilarating adventure and we want you to have the best 

experience we can provide for your first flight. 

Gliding is totally weather dependant and we use the best opportunities we can, 

winter and summer alike.  Weather can be changeable even over a short 

distance, such that, what may seem like a fine summers day by the sea could be 

a cool, very blustery day on our hilltop! 

 

On the day that you might like to fly with us, there are a few things we need you 

to consider so that your expectations are realistic: 

 

 Our ability to fly is limited by speed and direction of the wind; the airfield 

is 870ft above sea level, so “low” clouds affect us more than an airfield at 

lower level. 

 

 We must have a minimum cloud base of at least 1200ft above the airfield 

to fly visitors.  If you cannot clearly see the top of the Wells Mast to the 

ESE of us, we cannot fly you! 

 

 If the wind is blowing “head on” i.e. the launching and landing direction, 

we can tolerate higher wind strengths than if the wind is blowing from 

side to side, i.e. a “cross wind”.  There are limits to the wind strength we 

can fly in, especially if the wind is “gusting”.  

 

A couple of good weather forecast websites to check a few days before you hope 

to visit are:  

 BBC Weather and select PRIDDY 

 Met Office and select CHEDDAR  



Relevance of the wind 

 If the wind is less than 15 mph we can fly in most directions. 

 When the wind is stronger from any direction except North or North East, 

there is a good chance we will be able to fly you. 

 When the wind is blowing strongly from the North or North East we are 

unlikely to be able to fly you.   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We rely on 3 types of “Lift” to keep us airborne: Thermals, Ridge lift & Wave   

On hot summer days, fair weather clouds mark the thermals in the sky; winds of 

10kts or more blowing up the hillside provide us with ridge lift, summer and 

winter alike.  Strong winds blowing over distant hills can result in standing waves 

of air providing smooth updrafts, again in summer and winter.  

 

Lastly, please remember everyone at the club is a volunteer 

We roster Instructors and Winch drivers but we can never tell who else is 

attending until we sit down to our “Briefing” session around 10.00am. 

We use an on line booking system for you to redeem your voucher.  Please book 

your slot and turn up at the appropriate time unless told otherwise.  We look 

forward to flying with you. 
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